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six stories high, yet the structure itself was intact and showed no sign of what had taken place within.
The Turks have shown they can fight their way gallantly through hostile Yamen, keeping to a made road and shelling every stronghold that would dispute their passage, but it is a much more difficult undertaking to subdue the highlanders in arms.
There are no civilians, except the mechanical classes, and Jews in large centres. Modern arms and ammunition are readily procurable and, at the first sign of trouble, everyone cuts in for all he is worth, if the game is only of sufficient interest to him.
The authorities have never taken a census in Yamen, but the combatant population of the highlands may be reasonably estimated at a quarter of a million. That is why Turkish rule only follows the road, and is often a very narrow riband even there, while it is powerless to enforce its will over a wide area.
I have mentioned the Jews. I am sorry to say that I know very little about their inner life, for they are timid with strangers, and mistrusted my armed escort. The Turks have freed them from many restraints,1 which will probably be re-enforced now that the Islamic code has once more got a grip on the vilayet. They are only found in the towns and larger settlements of the highlands, where I have known entire villages populated exclusively by them. Every male adult pays an annual capitation tax of one rial. The fighting Arab has a good-humoured contempt for them, but respects their skill and industry, and would be loth to do them harm. It is the townsfolk who give them a bad time, recognizing
1 They are still not permitted to build their houses more than two storeys high.

